How to clean an atomizer?
It is highly recommended to clean the atomizer on a regular basis in order to maintain the best possible
performance of your 510/MINI2 Electronic cigarette. Excess liquid that has leaked into the atomizer may clog it
which can result in bad tasting vapour and various performance issues.

Daily maintenance

The easiest cleaning method, recommended to be done on a daily basis, is to take your atomizer, place it over a
cloth with its battery connection side up again, and gently blow into the hole where the atomizer and battery
couples. As you breathe into the hole, you will hear a light gurgling sound as the any additional liquid is being
cleared from the heating coil. When doing this, you should pay close attention to your breat hing to ensure you
don’t inadvertently force saliva into the coil housing. After every two or three breaths, lightly tap the atomizer onto
the cloth or tissue. Any remaining fluid from the day’s use would slowly collect on the tissue. Repeat this process
until you no longer hear a gurgling sound when breathing into the connector. After you have completed this, place
the atomizer (standing up) on a clean piece of tissue to allow any additional liquid to drain down the atomizer
wall.
Some advocate pushing a piece of cloth or the corner of your tissue slightly into the atomizer in order to soak up
any remaining liquid. However, this method could easily become problematic, especially with individuals that are
new to e-cigarettes, and is unadvised. It is best to avoid placing any foreign object inside the atomizer itself as
you may inadvertently leave fuzz or tissue particles inside your atomizer housing. One can effectively clean the
atomizer unit without placing any objects into the atomizer which could easily lead to complications.

Complete cleaning (recommended to be done once a week)

Always start by fully dissembling your E-cigarette before washing the atomizer. Make sure that no water is in
connection with the battery.

Step 1: Before cleaning the inside of your atomizer, you should start by cleaning the outer connections first.
When cleaning the connection points, take a lint free cloth or smooth tissue and gently clean inside and
around the threads that connects your battery and your atomizer. After making sure that the outer
connections are clean, take a fresh tissue or untarnished area of your lint free cloth and gently dab and
wipe the area around the atomizer’s vent hole. Take extra care to ensure that no liquid or material from
the tissue is left on the connection.

Step 2: The best method for completely clearing out your atomizer is to hold it under hot running water with its
battery connection side DOW N for approximately 30 seconds.

Step 3: After this, place your atomizer with its battery connection side UP on a piece of cloth or tissue and leave
it out to dry overnight.

